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Section A – Background

1. Introduction
United Kingdom Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS) 2013 
The Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS) note that a professional, 
independent and objective internal audit service is one of the key elements of good 
governance, as recognised throughout the UK public sector. The role of the Head of 
Internal Audit, in accordance with the PSIAS is to provide an opinion, based upon, 
and limited to, the work performed on the overall adequacy and effectiveness of the 
organisation’s governance, risk management, and control processes (i.e. the 
organisation’s system of internal control).
This is achieved through a risk based plan of work, agreed with management and 
approved by the Audit and Accounts Committee, which should provide a reasonable 
level of assurance, subject to the inherent limitations described in this report.
The updated CIPFA Statement on the role of the Head of Internal Audit (HIA) in 
Local Government issued in April 2019 notes that the Head of Internal Audit in a 
local authority plays a critical role in delivering the authority’s strategic objectives by: 

 objectively assessing the adequacy and effectiveness of governance and 
management of risks, giving an evidence based opinion on all aspects of 
governance, risk management and internal control; and

 championing best practice in governance and commenting on responses to 
emerging risks and proposed developments. 

The updated CIPFA Statement notes that the Head of Internal Audit may look to the 
work of other assurance providers as evidence for their assurance.  

2. Roles and Responsibilities
The council is accountable collectively for maintaining a sound system of internal 
control and is responsible for putting in place arrangements for gaining assurance 
about the effectiveness of that overall system.
The Annual Governance Statement (AGS) is an annual statement by the council 
setting out:

 how the responsibilities of the council are discharged with regard to 
maintaining a sound system of internal control that supports the achievement 
of policies, aims and objectives;

 the purpose of the governance arrangements as evidenced by a description of 
the risk management and review processes; and

 the conduct and results of the review of the effectiveness of the system of 
internal control, including any disclosures of significant control failures, 
together with assurances that actions are or will be taken where appropriate 
to address issues arising.

The council’s framework of assurance should bring together all of the evidence 
required to support the Annual Governance Statement. In addition to the assurances 
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provided by both internal audit and external audit over the adequacy of the controls 
in place to manage key risks, there are numerous internal mechanisms through 
which management are able to provide their own assurances that the risks that they 
have ownership of are being managed effectively. In addition there are also 
assurances provided by various external bodies which are independent of the 
organisation. 
The opinion does not imply that internal audit have reviewed all risks and assurances 
relating to the council. The purpose of the opinion is to contribute to the assurances 
available to the council which underpin the council’s own assessment of the 
effectiveness of the organisation’s governance arrangements and system of internal 
control. 
My opinion is one component that the council takes into account in compiling its 
Annual Governance Statement. In particular, apart from the overall opinion, where 
‘Limited’ or ‘Minimal’ assurance opinions have been issued against individual audits, 
or where critical or high priority actions have been agreed in consultancy reviews, 
then the council should assess whether or not the sources of those opinions / agreed 
actions necessitate the need for a disclosure of a significant issue. The definition of a 
significant issue is contained within guidance on the Annual Governance Statement.  

3. The Objectives and Scope of Internal Audit 
The objectives and scope of internal audit are set out in the Internal Audit Charter. In 
accordance with the PSIAS, the Internal Audit Charter is reviewed by the Audit & 
Accounts Committee on an annual basis. Internal Audit work during 2018/19 was 
performed in accordance with the Internal Audit Charter approved by the Audit & 
Accounts Committee in October 2018. The Charter defines the mission, scope, roles, 
and responsibilities of the internal audit function.  

Section B – Audit opinion

4. Head of Internal Audit Opinion 

Satisfactory assurance can be given on the overall adequacy and 
effectiveness of the Council’s governance, risk management, and control 
processes (i.e. the system of internal control). There is generally a sound 
system of internal control designed to achieve the council’s objectives and 
controls are generally being applied consistently. However, there is 
evidence of non-compliance with some controls which may put 
achievement of some of the operational objectives at risk.

5. The Process of Arriving at the Opinion
The basis for forming my opinion is as follows:

 an assessment of the design and operation of the governance arrangements 
and the Code of Corporate Governance and underpinning processes;

 an assessment of the risk management arrangements and the framework of 
assurance; and
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 an assessment of the range of individual opinions arising from risk based 
audit assignments, contained within the internal audit risk based plan that 
have been reported throughout the year. This assessment has taken account 
of the relative materiality of these areas and management’s progress in 
respect of addressing control weaknesses.

6. Summary of the Internal Audit Work Used to Inform the Opinion 

6.1 Corporate Governance
A revised Code of Corporate Governance was approved by the Audit and Accounts 
Committee in March 2019 which reflected the guidance issued by CIPFA/SOLACE 
in April 2016. The revised Code was reviewed by the Corporate Management Team 
(CMT) in March 2019. 
An assessment against the Code of Corporate Governance was undertaken by 
Internal Audit. Overall design of controls was seen to be satisfactory and it was 
noted that the Governance Group, chaired by the Council’s City Solicitor, maintains 
an action plan to address required action to improve governance processes. This 
will be carried forward and included in the work plan for the group for 2019/20. The 
Head of Internal Audit attends and provides support to the Governance Group.

6.2 ICT Governance
Internal audit have continued to work with ICT Services during 2018/19 to provide 
technical support for compliance with Public Sector Network (PSN) and Purchasing 
Card Industry (PCI) Standard. 
A comprehensive review of the council’s arrangements for cyber security has been 
undertaken. The review compared the arrangements in place against recognised 
industry standards and a satisfactory level of assurance was provided.
Internal audit have continued to provide support for the compliance work required for 
accreditation to the ISO27001 standard for Information Security Management 
System.

6.3 Information Governance
Information governance has continued to be a key focus of the Governance Group 
during 2018/19, as the Council implemented the European General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR). The new regulation came into force across all EU member 
states on 25th May 2018 and replaced the EU Data Protection Directive (95/46/EC) 
on which the UK’s Data Protection Act 1998 was based. 
Internal audit provided advice and consultative support to the council’s preparations 
for the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) inspection in March 2018. 
Management have indicated good progress against the actions included within the 
internal audit report and the ICO report.  Further internal audit work is planned during 
2019/20 to assess progress.
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6.4 Fundamental Financial Systems
The internal audit plan included reviews of the fundamental financial systems in 
2018/19 including finalising work started in 2017/18 on the Recovery of Payroll 
Overpayments (Limited assurance) and Payroll Calculations (High assurance). Of 
the internal audit reviews of financial systems planned for 2018/19, we have 
provided a High assurance for the Accounts Payable and Fixed Assets systems, 
and Satisfactory assurance for Budgetary Control. We also undertook post 
implementation reviews of Business Rates Relief and Income Receipting (Gateway 
Centres and Regulatory Services) and found that action has been taken or partially 
completed to address the issues raised in the respective reports. Our reports are 
available to support the work of External Audit in their review of the Statement of 
Accounts.

6.5 Risk Management Arrangements
The strategic risk register is populated with risks to the achievement of the council’s 
corporate objectives and all risks are categorised and allocated to a responsible 
Strategic Director. The strategic risk register was refreshed by the Corporate 
Management Team during 2018/19 to clarify risks and associated responsibilities for 
management of risks. The updates to the strategic risk register have been reviewed 
by CMT and reported to the Audit & Accounts Committee in 2018/19.

6.6 Risk Based Assignments
This element of the opinion is based on an assessment of the range of individual 
opinions arising from risk based audit assignments contained within the internal 
audit plan that have been reported throughout the year. 
In June 2018, the annual internal audit plan was agreed by the Audit and Accounts 
Committee; during the year any necessary changes to the plan were reported to, 
and agreed by, the Committee. This assessment has taken account of the relative 
materiality of these areas and management’s progress in respect of addressing 
control weaknesses. 
The outcomes section of this report and Appendix A gives fuller details of:

 performance against 2018/19 plan;
 unplanned work undertaken;
 key points arising where our overall assurance opinion was ’satisfactory’ 

however actions were agreed to improve controls further; 
 key points arising where our overall assurance opinion was ‘limited’ or 

‘minimal’; and
 post implementation reviews undertaken.

Arising from the agreed plan of work a total of 22 audit reports: 7 PIR reports; 8 
grant certifications; and 3 memos have been issued. All of the work undertaken 
contributes to my overall opinion on the control environment. 22 of the reports 
issued contained a formal assurance opinion as noted in the graph below. 8 reports 
contained an overall ‘high’ assurance opinion; 10 reports contained an overall 
‘satisfactory’ assurance; and ‘limited’ assurance was issued in 4 reports. This 
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indicates a robust control environment based on the audit work completed. 
Appendix B notes assurance level definitions. 
Reports that contain a ‘limited’ assurance opinion relate, in the main, to areas where 
management have requested reviews. These are areas where controls have been 
known to be at risk and managers have sought out independent assurance and 
confirmation of their assessment of controls. Internal audit work in a number of 
areas and in particular in those areas where a ‘limited’ assurance opinion was 
provided continues to indicate the pressures on the organisation as resources 
reduce and experienced staff leave their posts. It is the view of internal audit that 
clear policies and documented procedures, including key checks, need to be in 
place to support staff in the changing environment.

6.7 Overall Assurance Levels 
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 See Appendix B for assurance level definitions

7. Audit Outcomes 2018/19

7.1 Assurances Issued During 2018/19
My opinion has taken account of the relative materiality of areas reviewed and 
management’s progress in respect of addressing control weaknesses.  Appendix A 
provides full detail of reports issued and includes all the reports with a ‘high’ or 
‘satisfactory’ assurance opinion.  Whilst all audit outcomes have contributed to the 
overall opinion, the following reviews and their outcomes are considered particularly 
relevant in determining my overall opinion.
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Satisfactory Assurance
The schedules below note key points arising for those reports containing 
‘satisfactory’ assurance, where key actions were agreed to improve controls further.   
In all cases, unless indicated otherwise, management action to address reported 
weaknesses was agreed.  

Service Group/
Report Subject

Key Actions Agreed

SERVICE REFORM / 
Salford Women’s Centre 
Funding (Financial 
Processes)

 A formal SLA will be compiled for any future years relevant 
to the award. This will be agreed with the grant recipient 
prior to the grant amount being released 

 A proforma monitoring return will be compiled and sent to 
the Centre for completion. 

PLACE / Bus Lane 
Enforcement

 A copy of all legal notices published in the future will be 
forwarded by Legal Services to Urban Vision. These will be 
retained on the project file with a copy of the TRO. 

PLACE / Emergency 
Planning 

 An ongoing record will be maintained of training 
undertaken. An annual audit will be undertaken and any 
gaps in training will be addressed, either by training 
courses where cost and time requirements are not 
prohibitive or by training through taking part in exercises.

 It will be ensured that all relevant employees are aware of 
how to access ‘ResilienceDirect’. Training has been 
arranged for May and June 2019.

 Based on the responses to the CCRU Business Partner’s 
questionnaire, a record will be maintained of attendance at 
internal/multi-agency tests and exercises and a 
mechanism for ensuring that any gaps are filled will be 
introduced. Training will be provided on exercises to help 
address any gaps in training received.

SERVICE REFORM / 
Budgetary Control 

 The requirements within the Financial Regulations in 
relation to managing overspent budgets will be reviewed 
and, if required, updated to provide greater clarity and 
structure to how service areas should respond  at the point 
a budget is forecast to be overspent.

SERVICE REFORM / 
Cyber Security - Draft

 The core cyber security audit assessing against the ‘Cyber 
Essentials’ framework has suggested a number of 
recommendations, however, it should be noted that overall, 
a Satisfactory level of assurance has been provided in 
respect of this review and the number of agreed actions 
reflect the rapidly changing context of security threats. 
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Limited Assurance
The schedules below note key points arising for those reports containing ‘Limited’ 
assurance. In all cases management action to address reported weaknesses was 
agreed and will be followed up as part of our process of ‘post implementation review’ 

Service Group/
Report Subject

Key Actions Agreed

SERVICE REFORM / 
Recovery of Payroll 
Overpayments 

 A formal policy document will be developed, making clear 
the council’s expectations regarding overpayments, their 
recovery, and where necessary, the writing off of debts. 
Standardised procedure notes will be developed, detailing 
how the policy will be delivered in practice, and made 
available to employees involved in removing overpayment. 

SERVICE REFORM / 
Managing Overtime and 
External Provision

 Measurable and relevant KPIs, centred on the achievement 
of the Team’s overarching objectives, will be put into place 
as part of the implementation of PQMA. These measures 
will be used to inform workflow management and identify 
training opportunities.   

 The arrangements for checking the provider’s work will be 
standardised and consolidated across both the revenues 
and benefits teams.   

SERVICE REFORM / 
Information Governance

 Once the personal information asset register is complete it 
will be used to ensure that personal information is held in 
accordance with the Data Protection Act/GDPR. This will 
include both paper records and information held in computer 
systems.

 CIARG will ensure that the council has all the relevant up to 
date policies and procedures in place to form an information 
governance framework. The Information Governance 
Management Framework will be expanded to include more 
detail of the areas covered and it will be made available on 
the intranet and communicated to all employees

CCTV (ISO 
Accreditation)

 All data that is cleansed in the future will be retained for an 
appropriate period. This will then provide a full audit trail of 
the rationale for changes and decisions, facilitating future 
independent reconciliation of the figures in the annual CCTV 
Evaluation Report to the source data. 

 See Appendix C for recommendation priority definitions
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7.2 Additional Work during 2018/19

Follow up work - Post Implementation Reviews
Internal Audit has a policy of undertaking Post Implementation Reviews (PIRs) in 
order to provide assurance that agreed actions have been implemented. The timing 
of the PIR is dependent on the implementation dates of the agreed actions, however, 
it is generally within six months of the audit report being issued. 
The policy for PIRs, as agreed by the Audit and Accounts Committee in November 
2012, includes a full audit review for those areas where the audit assurance was 
reported as limited or no assurance. For the remaining PIRs a policy of self-
assessment was undertaken.
During 2018/19 seven post implementation reviews (PIRs) were undertaken, 
prioritising limited assurance reports. Although not all actions were found to be fully 
implemented at the time of our visit, significant work was underway to implement the 
agreed actions. 
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High

Medium

High Medium
Fully Implmented 9 6
Implmentation 
underway 14 9

Little or No 
progress 14 9

Implementation of Agreed Actions

Where action was not fully implemented, new target dates were agreed and 
reported.
Grant Certification Work
Work continued during 2018/19 in signing off grant allocations. Grant sign off has 
been undertaken in the following areas: 

 Local Growth Point Statement of Grant Usage
 Cycle City  
 Local Authority Bus Subsidy Ring-Fenced (Revenue Grant)
 Empty Homes Grant
 Pothole Fund – Transport Grant (1st Tranche)
 Pothole Fund – Transport Grant (2nd Tranche)
 U-Score 2 Grant
 Flood Resilience Fund – Transport Grant.
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Schools’ Work
Internal audit have worked closely with Children’s Services to improve the control 
environment in schools. Resource has been allocated in 2019/20 to maintain the 
coverage of schools’ audits. 
We took into account a range of risk factors when the audit plan for the schools was 
compiled, and targeted schools which required the most input.  Particular emphasis 
for 2018/19 was given to time since last review; change of head teacher; change of 
school’ business manager; deficit school budget; and matters highlighted by the 
council’s ‘Schools Causing Concern’ group.
A total of 15 of Salford’s schools were audited during 2018/19, and two schools 
received post implementation reviews. 
The chart below highlights that in previous years the majority of school reviews have 
received a satisfactory level of assurance. However, in 2018/19, similar numbers of 
high, satisfactory and limited levels of assurance have been provided. The number of 
limited assurance reports is likely to be a reflection of the broader range of risk 
factors taken into account during the planning process. 
We have provided a year-end School Report providing further information and 
analysis of the year’s schools work.
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Counter Fraud Work and Investigations 
The programme of work to address fraud is largely delivered via the Corporate 
Counter Fraud Unit, with support from the internal audit team. The Unit is delivered 
as part of the joint working arrangements in place between Salford City Council and 
Warrington council for audit and counter fraud services. It consists of five staff, two 
in Salford and three in Warrington, four of whom are experienced and qualified 
investigators plus one apprentice (in Warrington). 
The Unit is led by the Audit Manager at Warrington. The remit of the Unit is to 
undertake both proactive and reactive counter fraud work, and address all fraud 
risks facing the council, both internally and externally. The Unit investigates potential 
Council Tax Support and Single Person Discount fraud and error as these remain 
attractive targets for fraudsters. 
There were a number of new initiatives during the year to widen the scope of 
proactive work in areas such as: blue badges; social care (including direct 
payments); business rates; and insurances. A fraud risk assessment has been 
carried out to identify and prioritise a work programme, which includes both 
proactive and reactive elements. Effective intelligence sharing arrangements are in 
place with key partners, such as DWP, the Police and Housing Associations, which 
improve the council’s capacity to identify existing and emerging fraud risks. 
In 2014, CIPFA issued a new “Code of Practice on Managing the Risk of Fraud and 
Corruption”. Although the Code is not currently mandatory, it represents best 
practice and compliance with the Principles set out in the Code will enable the 
Council to demonstrate effective financial stewardship of public monies.  A regular 
assessment is carried out to identify the council’s compliance with the Code and 
identify improvement actions. These will be addressed as part of the 2019-20 
counter fraud work programme. The Code will also be used as a basis to develop 
regional benchmarking.
The assessment by the counter fraud manager has concluded that the Council had 
effective measures in place during 2018-19 to enable the prevention and detection 
of inaccuracies and fraud. Work will continue in 2019-20 to ensure that the Council 
has all the necessary policies and procedures in place to create and promote an 
environment where fraud, bribery and corruption are not tolerated and that 
vulnerable people are safeguarded.
There were no significant frauds affecting the Council in 2018/19 that required 
disclosure to the external auditors. Work will continue in 2019/20 to work with and to 
share information with partners, to extend the range of proactive counter fraud work, 
and to raise awareness of fraud risks amongst council staff, key stakeholders and 
the public. A summary of all investigation work has been reported to the Audit & 
Accounts Committee throughout the year and regular update reports are provided.

Other Work
The internal audit team’s resources have been applied in several other respects:

 support to the transformation work;
 support to the Audit and Accounts Committee and the Governance Group; 
 assistance in the preparation of the 2018/19 Annual Governance Statement 

by the City Solicitor;
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 attendance at regular meetings with the Chief Finance Officer;
 administration of the Schools’ Financial Value Standard (SFVS) which require 

all schools to complete a return for submission to the Department for 
Education, and

 provision of ad-hoc advice. 

 Section C – Effectiveness of Internal Audit 

8. Assessment against the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards 
The PSIAS require an external assessment of the service at least once every five 
years by a qualified, independent assessor or assessment team from outside the 
organisation. The North West Chief Audit Executives’ Group established a ‘peer 
review’ process, managed and operated by the constituent authorities to address this 
requirement. 
An external assessment of the service was undertaken by independent assessors 
during November 2017. The assessors validated the self-assessment of the internal 
audit service that had been completed using the checklist attached to the PSIAS 
local government application note. The external assessment noted that the service 
‘conforms’ to the PSIAS. The Audit & Accounts Committee have been appraised of 
progress against the action plan resulting from the assessment. The Head of Internal 
Audit will continue to undertake a self-assessment against the PSIAS annually.  

9. Internal Quality Assurance & Improvement Programme
Internal Audit’s Quality Assurance and Improvement Program (QAIP) is designed to 
provide reasonable assurance to the various stakeholders of the Internal Audit 
activity that Internal Audit:

 Performs its work in compliance with its Charter, which is consistent with The 
Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS), the PSIAS definition of 
Internal Auditing and Code of Ethics;

 operates in an effective and efficient manner; and
 is perceived by stakeholders as adding value and improving Internal Audit’s 

operations.
For 2018/19 the internal audit service continued to set challenging targets for all of 
its key measures. The table below details the key performance measures relating to 
Internal Audit and actual performance for 2018/19: 

Indicator Target Achieved 

% Audit plan completed (see Appendix A) 90% 80% *

% Average Utilisation Achieved Per Auditor 88% 89.5%

% Agreed actions fully implemented (see section 7.2) 80% 65%

% Draft reports issued within 10 working days of 
completion of fieldwork 90% 76%

% PSIAS compliance (See section 8) 100% 100%

‘* Taking into account additional / reactive work substituting planned work where prioritised.
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Achievement of the Annual Audit Plan:
Work is complete on 67 of the original 94 items on the 2018/19 Plan. Work is 
ongoing for 6 reviews and will be finalised during 2019/20 and 2 audits were 
cancelled as no longer appropriate. 
A total of 19 audits have been moved onto the 2019/20 Plan. 9 of these were 
rescheduled at the clients request and 10 due to a lack of capacity within the audit 
team. 8 unplanned, reactive pieces of audit work were undertaken and reported 
during the year.
During the year Internal Audit incurred a reduction of days in its available resources 
owing to a vacancy at Principal Auditor level for the majority of the year until the new 
post holder was appointed and started with the team in January 2019. The team 
have also had higher sickness absence levels than planned in days. This has been 
the main reason for the low level of plan completion. 
The flexibility built into the audit planning process reflects the need to respond to the 
changing structures and risks inherent in a period of ongoing change for the council. 
No audits that were deferred had any significant impact on providing the overall 
assurance.

Quality Assurance Questionnaires
The use of Quality Assurance Questionnaires (QAQ) following an audit assignment 
is used to ascertain clients’ degree of satisfaction with the service in respect of 
consultation/approach, management of the audit, the audit report, and any other 
feedback. Our target for the year is to achieve in excess of a 75% satisfaction level. 
We received a total of 11 QCQ forms back, indicating a satisfaction level of 95% with 
no thematic areas for improvement. As part of the questionnaire, feedback is sought 
and the following comments were received:

 “The audit was conducted very professionally with little disruption to the 
running of school”

 “I was impressed by the professionalism and understanding the auditor 
showed to us“ 

 “The audit was useful to us and gave clear indicators for improvement” 
 “This was my first internal audit as Headteacher and I had no idea what to 

expect. I found the whole experience was very supportive and helpful – and 
any recommendations were fair and explained thoroughly” 

 “I would like to thank the auditor for the way the audit was conducted from 
start to finish – and whilst I won’t exactly ‘look forward’ to the next one, I 
certainly will feel far more at ease”

 “The audit was conducted in a very collaborative and supportive fashion and I 
have found both the report and the discussion with the auditor to be very 
useful in improving financial procedures”

 “The action plan is clear and discussion with the auditor gave me clear 
guidance as to how to remedy the weaknesses or omissions identified” 

 “I was more than happy with the communication and the manner of which the 
audit was carried out” 
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10. Internal Audit Developments 
During 2018/19 the collaborative arrangement with the internal audit team at 
Warrington Borough Council continued and the Head of Internal Audit from 
Warrington splits time equally between the two Authorities; 0.5 WTE resource is also 
provided by a principal auditor from the Warrington team to cover a vacancy in the 
Salford team. From September 2017 as part of the collaborative arrangement 0.25 
WTE has been provided by Warrington to manage the corporate counter fraud team. 
The collaboration aims to address resource shortages and share skills effectively in 
the two internal audit teams and will support the two councils achieve their efficiency 
and financial targets. The aim of the collaborative working is to make best use of 
resources, generate income and continue to deliver a cost effective, value added 
service. 
Internal audit continue to look to expand the audit service by providing services to 
prospective Academy schools and other organisations providing services to the 
public. We continue to advertise our range of services and consider income 
generating opportunities when identified. 
The internal audit team now offer a service providing ‘independent examinations’ of 
schools’ voluntary funds accounts. This service had previously been offered by the 
school’s finance team, but due to capacity they could no longer provide this service 
and many Salford schools were struggling to find alternative provision. 
The Head of Internal Audit continues to meet with the Heads of Internal Audit 
representing the ten GM districts to share audit planning assumptions, approach and 
key issues arising from district, AGMA and GMCA audit activity. This forum allows 
for positive engagement with audit teams across AGMA and helps ensure 
coordination of audit activity between district and GM levels. This forum continues to 
be important during 2019/20 as GMCA collaborations and projects are further 
developed and delivered, to ensure that risks are effectively managed and 
assurances provided both to GMCA officers and Audit Committee, and also back to 
each organisation’s Audit Committees. 

11. Working with Other Assurance Providers
We have liaised during the year with External Audit to ensure that we avoid 
unnecessary duplication and use resources to the best effect. Close links with 
External Audit have been evidenced by provision of our plan to them for comment; 
sharing of our reports and working papers; and local progress meetings.
Internal Audit also work collaboratively with the Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) 
and Salford Royal Foundation Trust (SRFT) auditors to provide a joined up approach 
to assurance and counter fraud work with respect to Salford Care (formerly known as 
the Integrated Care Organisation) and the associated commissioning / governance 
structure. Joint planning meetings are held and joint work undertaken and reported 
as appropriate.  

12. Working Relationships
Internal audit have continued to enjoy positive working relationships with staff at all 
levels of the council. We would like to thank all staff for their assistance in the 
completion of our audit work during the year.  
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Appendix A: Audit Plan 2018/19 and Current Position

 Audit / Activity Timing TOR   Reported Assurance Comments

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE & RISK
Governance Arrangements / AGS Ongoing n/a n/a n/a

Risk Management and Assurance Framework Ongoing n/a n/a n/a

Business Continuity (bf) Q1 27/10/17 TBC TBC Staged review, shadowing implementation

Information Governance (2017/18 Audit) (bf) Q1 31/10/17 01/06/18 Limited

Information Governance (General Support) Ongoing n/a n/a n/a

Financial Regulations Ongoing n/a n/a n/a Ongoing consultative work
CORE FINANCIAL SYSTEMS
Accounts Payable 17/18 (bf) Q1 24/04/18 06/06/18 High

Payroll Testing for GT (17-18) (bf) Q1 n/a 25/04/18 High

Fixed Assets 17/18 (bf) Q1 24/04/18 20/02/19 High

Budgetary Control (bf) Q1-Q2 01/08/18 28/05/19 Satisfactory Combined report with Budget Governance 
(Children’s Services)

Payroll Function (Starters & Leavers) Q2 20/08/18 TBC TBC Fieldwork

PIR Business Rates Relief (bf) Q2 n/a 05/09/18 High *

PIR Income Receipting – Gateway Centres, 
Broughton Hub & Blue Badges Q3 n/a 04/12/18 Satisfactory *

PIR Income Receipting – Regulatory Services Q3 n/a 12/12/18 Satisfactory *

Payroll Function (Change of Details) Q3 Moved to 2019/20

Payroll Function (Lifecycle) Q4 Moved to 2019/20
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Main Accounting System (bf) TBC Moved to 2019/20

Payroll Function (Payments) TBC Moved to 2019/20

SERVICE REFORM
Transformation & Squads Support (General) Ongoing n/a n/a n/a

Sickness Absence (bf) Q1 29/08/17 02/05/18 Satisfactory

Recovery of Payroll Overpayments (bf) Q1 20/10/17 15/10/18 Limited  

Managing Overtime and External Provision (bf) Q1 19/04/18 16/08/18 Limited

Debt Recovery and Write-offs Q4 23/01/19 TBC TBC Drafting report

Contract Management  Q4  n/a n/a n/a Initial work within Out of Borough Placements

Corporate Complaints Q4 Moved to 2019/20

Business Rates (Service Redesign) TBC Moved to 2019/20 – Not ready for audit

Council Tax and Housing Benefits (Service Redesign) TBC Moved to 2019/20 – Not ready for audit

Pensions (Service Redesign) TBC Moved to 2019/20 – Not ready for audit

GRANTS & COMPLIANCE WORK
Growth Point Grant Q2 n/a 17/07/18 Certified

Local Authority Bus Subsidy (Revenue Grant) Q2 n/a 21/08/19 Certified

Cycle City Q2 & 4 n/a 30/09/19 Certified

PIR  Helping Families (Troubled Families) Q2 & 4 n/a 28/09/18 Satisfactory *

Greaves Trust Q3 n/a 18/09/18 Certified

Local Transport Settlement Grant TBC n/a n/a n/a Cancelled - Not required this year
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PEOPLE
Commissioning and Pooled Budgets (bf) Q1 20/07/18 14/09/18 Satisfactory

PIR No Recourse to Public Funds (bf) Q1 n/a 20/08/18 Satisfactory *
PIR Next Step (Plus Purchase Card Issues) (bf) Q1 n/a 08/06/18 Satisfactory *

Budget Governance (Children’s Services) (bf) Q1 16/02/18 n/a n/a Combined report with budgetary control above

SEN - Direct Payments & Personal Budgets (bf) Q2/Q3 29/10/18 TBC TBC Drafting report

Homelessness (linked to Place) (bf) Q3/Q4 18/01/19 TBC TBC Fieldwork

Out of Borough Placements Q3/Q4 11/02/19 TBC TBC Drafting report

Salford Assist Q4 06/03/19 TBC TBC Fieldwork

Discretionary Housing Payments n/a n/a n/a n/a Audit support / consultancy to the squad

Client Charging Policy (SCC/Integrated Care) Q4 Moved to 2019/20

SEND - High Needs / Transition TBC Moved to 2019/20

PEOPLE (Establishments)
School Governance Support Ongoing n/a n/a n/a

Schools Development Ongoing n/a n/a n/a

PIR The Canterbury Centre PRU (bf) Q1 n/a 14/06/18 Limited *

Alder Brook PRU (bf) Q1-Q2 21/06/18 01/02/19 Limited

Schools’ Financial Value Statements (SFVS) Q4 n/a n/a n/a

Children’s Homes Q1-Q4 n/a n/a n/a Work completed to re-design a standard test 
plan for children’s homes for 2019/20 reviews.

Irlam Primary Q1-Q2 16/04/18 02/07/18 High

Lightoaks Infants Primary Q1-Q2 17/04/18 18/06/18 Satisfactory
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St Gilbert’s RC Primary Q1-Q2 09/05/18 30/07/18 Limited

St Joseph's the Worker RC Primary Q1-Q2 30/04/18 17/05/18 High

St Mary’s CE Primary, Cadishead Q1-Q2 12/06/18 12/09/18 Limited

St Paul’s CE (Heathside) Primary Q1-Q2 09/05/18 09/07/18 High

St Philip’s RC Primary Q3-Q4 11/07/18 25/10/18 Limited

St Luke's RC Primary Q3-Q4 18/07/18 29/10/18 Satisfactory

Primrose Hill Primary Q3-Q4 11/07/18 12/11/18 Limited

Monton Green Primary Q3-Q4 30/10/18 17/12/18 High

St Boniface RC Primary Q3-Q4 18/07/18 04/02/19 Satisfactory

Cadishead Primary Q3-Q4 12/06/18 21/02/19 Satisfactory

Lewis Street Primary Q3-Q4 29/10/18 28/03/19 Satisfactory

St Patrick’s RC High School Q3-Q4 29/10/18 14/05/19 Limited

Boothstown Methodist Primary Q3-Q4 Moved to 2019/20 – Delayed by the school

Summerville Primary Q3-Q4 Moved to 2019/20

Moorfield Primary Q3-Q4 Moved to 2019/20

PLACE
Income Management (bf) Q1 06/12/07 14/06/18 Satisfactory

Capital Projects Governance (bf) Q1 07/02/18 TBC Satisfactory

Pendleton PFI (bf) Q2 n/a n/a n/a Note provided to Committee (Oct 2018)

Carbon Reduction Commitment 2017-18 Q2 21/06/18 25/07/18 High
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CCTV Control Room (ISO Compliance) Q2 14/08/18 04/10/18 Limited

Bus Lane Enforcement Q2 30/08/18 14/02/19 Satisfactory

Emergency Planning - Resilience (bf) Q3/Q4 11/01/19 02/05/19 Satisfactory

Regulatory Avoidance by Businesses Q4 06/02/19 TBC TBC Fieldwork

Mercury Abatement Regulations Q4 n/a 25/02/19 High

VMS – Financial Transactions & Procurement (PIR) Q4 n/a 06/02/19 Satisfactory *

PUBLIC HEALTH
Integrated Substance Misuse & Recovery service (bf) Q1 19/04/18 31/07/18 Satisfactory

Processes for Integrated Commissioning with the 
CCG (Preparations) Q3/Q4 01/03/19 26/03/19 High

Pupil Modelling and Planning Q2/Q3 16/10/18 TBC TBC Moved to 2019/20 – Not ready for audit

Planning, Performance and Risk Management Q4 Moved to 2019/20

ICT
PCI Compliance Ongoing n/a n/a n/a Quarterly Scans  
Social care application upgrade / replacement (bf) Ongoing n/a n/a n/a On-going consultative support.  
ISO 27001 - Access Control  (b/f) Q1 16/11/17 20/04/18 High
ISMS Review 2017/18 (bf) Q1 n/a 15/05/18 High

Cyber Security (detailed NIST) Q1 30/08/18 TBC Satisfactory Report in Draft

Software Asset Management Q2 18/02/19 TBC TBC Fieldwork
Phishing test Q3/Q4 n/a n/a n/a Ongoing support
ISMS Review  Q4 n/a Moved to 2019/20 – Delayed by IT

Disaster Recovery Q3/Q4 Moved to 2019/20 - Pending completion of the 
Business Continuity review (above). 
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SAP Security Management Q3-Q4 Moved to 2019/20 - Pending completion of IT 
Services’ role based review.   

IT Strategy TBC Moved to 2019/20 - Pending new IT Strategy. 
Core infrastructure future management TBC Cancelled – No longer relevant
Unplanned / Reactive Assurance Work
Salford Women Centre (Financial Processes) Q1 18/05/18 27/06/18 Satisfactory
Pothole Fund – Transport Grant (1st Tranche) Q2 n/a 30/09/18 Certified

Pothole Fund - Transport Grant (2nd Tranche) Q4 n/a 06/03/19 Certified

U-Score 2 Grant Q4 n/a Certified

Flood Resilience Fund – Transport Grant Q4 n/a 06/03/19 Certified
PIR Harrop Fold High School  Q3 n/a 31/10/18 Satisfactory *
Council Owned Buildings (Income) Q2/Q3 15/08/18 n/a Issued Briefing note issued to management
Commercial Estates Income (UV Rent Reviews) Q3/Q4 15/08/18 n/a Issued Briefing note issued to management

 * Indicative level of assurance, based on the progress made since the original audit review  
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Appendix B: Levels of Assurance

DESIGN of the internal control framework EFFECTIVENESS of the control frameworkLevel of 
Assurance

Audit findings Opinion Audit findings Opinion

High
Appropriate procedures and 
controls are in place to 
mitigate the key risks.

There is a sound system 
of internal control 
designed to achieve 
objectives.

No or only minor exception 
found in testing of procedures 
and controls.

The controls that are in place are 
being consistently applied.

Satisfactory

In the main, there are 
appropriate procedures and 
controls in place to mitigate 
the key risks reviewed, albeit 
with some that are not fully 
effective.

There is generally a 
sound system of internal 
control designed to 
achieve objectives, but 
with few exceptions.

A small number of exceptions 
found in the testing of 
procedures and controls.

There is evidence of non-
compliance with some controls, 
which may put achievement of some 
of operational objectives at risk.

Limited
A number of significant gaps 
indentified in the procedures 
and controls in key areas.

The system of internal 
controls is weakened by 
some significant gaps.

A number of reoccurring 
exceptions found in testing of 
the procedures and controls.

There is poor compliance with 
controls and procedures which may 
put operational objectives at risk of 
not being fully achieved.

Minimal

For all risk areas there are 
significant gaps in the 
procedure and control. This 
will affect the effectiveness 
of organisation’s overall 
control framework.

Overall, there is a poor 
system of internal 
control in place. 

Due to the absence of 
effective controls and 
procedures, no reliance can 
be placed on their 
effectiveness.

There is a substantial non-
compliance with controls and 
procedures or compliance with 
inadequate controls and 
procedures, which will likely put the 
council’s objectives at significant 
risk of not being achieved.
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Appendix C: Priority of Actions

Priority Rationale

Critical Critical issue that could have a significant impact on a key system, function, or process objectives, and also the 
council's objectives.

High Control weakness that could have a serious impact on a key system, function, or process objectives.

Medium Control weakness that could have an impact on the achievement of a key system, function or process objectives or an 
issue, which, if addressed, would contribute towards raising the standard of internal control.

Low
Minor control weakness that does not have an impact upon the achievement of a key system, function or process 
objectives. Implementation of the action would strengthen the control framework and/or improve compliance with 
existing controls.

VfM Matters highlighted during the audit where the efficiency, effectiveness, economy or social value could be improved.
This could be financial/resource savings or value added to outputs/outcomes.


